Abstract: We review the physical processes responsible for ultrafast gain and index dynamics in semiconductor optical amplifiers and discuss their impact on optical switching applications.
differential gain of SOAs allow switching with power levels in the range of milliwats, and various functionalities have been demonstrated in a number of different schemes at speeds in excess of 100 Gb/s, e.g. wavelength conversion at 168 Gb/s [l]. In this paper we will review and discuss the physical processes that impact the operation of SOAs at such high data-rates.
Common to the various schemes utilizing SOAs as the main switching element is the exploitation of saturation effects in the active region of the waveguide. When an optical (pump) beam is injected in the amplifier, the gain of the amplifer is saturated and, in consequence of the induced change of the carrier density in the active region, the refractive index of the waveguide is changed. Both effects can be utilized for all-optical switching of a data signal. In &e simplest scheme of cross-gain modulation (XGM), the gain change simply controls the amplitude of another (probe) beam transmitted through the waveguide. The refractive index change is exploited in interferometer structures, where the cross-phase modulation (XPM) imparted on the probe beam in one arm of an interferometer can be converted to an amplitude change.
Following depletion by an injected optical pulse, the gain of the SOA will recover to its initial value by processes that restore the carrier distribution in the active region. The gain and the index of the device in general depend on the detailed distribution of carriers in energy, but can be parameterised by the carrier density, if a quasi-equilibrium situation can be assumed. The recovery of the carrier density in the active region is governed by the so-called stimulated carrier lifetime, i.e., the lifetime decreases when the optical power level is high. This can be utilized to increase the bandwidth of the SOA by ensuring a high optical power level, either through the datakontrol beams themselves and an amplifier with high gain or by the application of a separate "holding" beam [2] . In this way gain recovery times as low as a few tens of picoseconds have been realized and this is a main reason for the successful high-speed demonstrations of XGMbased schemes. A related phenomenon is the "self-filtering" of the optical signal that takes place upon propagation in the amplifier [3] . Thus, a modulation component, once generated, has a highpass transmission characteristic through the amplifier, since higher frequencies saturate the . amplifier less. This tends to equalize the lower efficiency with which the high-frequency components can be generated by XGM, thus increasing the bandwidth of the device [3] .
Switching windows not limited in width by the carrier lifetime can be realized in interferometers by utilizing that only the phase difference between the two arms matters (differential scheme), thus enabling cancellation of a slow index recovery. Sub-picosecond switching windows have been achieved for a periodic control signal [4] , but since the magnitude of the index change depends on the saturation of the amplifier, patterning effects anyway limit the bit-rate for data-controlled functionalities, such as wavelength conversion and regeneration.
If the characteristic time scale of the pump signal becomes comparable to or shorter than the sub-picosecond scattering times on which a quasi-equilibrium carrier distribution is established in the device, the detailed evolution of the carrier distribution becomes important. Thus, spectral holeburning and carrier heating effects significantly change the gain and index dynamics for short optical pulses and for high data rates. These effects are well-known to cause gain suppression and bandwidth limitations in semiconductor lasers. The temporal characteristics of the processes as well as the dependence on operation parameters, such as wavelength and injection current, can be characterized through heterodyne pump-probe measurements employing femtosecond optical pulses [5] . A generalized rate equation model has been established that well accounts for such measured gain and index dynamics in bulk and quantum well SOAs [6] . On the 100 fsec time scale, instantaneous (coherent) processes such as two-photon absorption and optical Kerr effects are also found to significantly influence the response.
The ultrafast contributions to the gain response strongly modify the short pulse saturation properties of amplifiers. It has thus been shown, experimentally [7] as well as theoretically [SI, that for relatively low repetition rates and pulses shorter than about 10 ps, ultrafast gain dynamics provide the dominant contribution to the saturation of the pulse gain. For optical switches, this has the implication that the carrier density change induced by a pump pulse with fved energy is reduced for shorter pulses [4, 9] . On the other hand, the contributions to the gain and index change from the intraband dynamics increase for shorter pulses [4, 5] , leading to switching windows with characteristics that depend on the pulsewidth and the operation point of the device. In the t a k we will discuss the contributions of the different physical processes that make up the switching windows, as well as the scaling with material and device parameters.
Lasers with quantum dot (QD) active material have shown record-low threshold current densities and it is of interest to explore the potential of QD SOAs for ultrafast processing [lo] . We will present modelling results for QD SOAs, indicating that in this material strong spectral holeburning dynamics may facilitate operation in a new regime [ 1 I], where patterning effects due to slow carrier recovery can be reduced below the limits of bulk and quantum well SOAs.
